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Abstract

Vector ParGcle in Cell (VPIC)

SoBware & Tools

With scienJﬁc compuJng approaching exascale
rapidly, I/O is becoming the main cause of
bo#lenecks in High Performance CompuJng (HPC).
To solve this, next generaJon systems such as the
NERSC Cori Supercomputer are equipped with I/O
nodes equipped with NVRAM, otherwise known as
burst buﬀers (BB). BB systems are designed to
provide more I/O throughput than tradiJonal
Parallel File Systems (PFS) that rely on magneJc
storage. This has not been the case with the Cray
Burst Buﬀer (CBB) which is performing at 11.07% of
peak performance when confronted with the
popular HDF5 ﬁle library. We use the Vector ParJcle
in Cell (VPIC) I/O kernel to benchmark the system
and ﬁnd potenJal opJmizaJon strategies. By
changing the I/O access pa#ern of VPIC I/O kernel
we are able to improve performance up to 4.6
Jmes in some conﬁguraJons.

• Vector ParJcle in Cell (VPIC) is an advanced plasma physics code that simulates interacJons of trillions of parJcles in space weather, such
as solar ﬂares interacJng with the earth’s magnetosphere.
• A recent VPIC simulaJon generated approximately 40 TB of data ﬁles per Jme step, causing the applicaJon to be I/O bound.
• VPIC uJlizes MPI-IO which is a ﬁle access pa#ern that shows lower than expected performance on the CBB. Combined with our ability to
change its I/O conﬁguraJon makes it a useful tool in our search to ﬁnd the lost I/O Jme.
• We use the VPIC I/O kernel, rather than the full code. This removes the computaJonal step and allows us to use it for I/O proﬁling.
• VPIC writes out several I/O stages into an HDF5 object based ﬁle. I/O is wri#en collecJvely from many threads to a single ﬁle.

• Vector ParJcle in Cell I/O Kernel (VPIC)
•Instrumented to show performance
diﬀerence with diﬀerent HDF5 opJmizaJons:
Independent I/O, CollecJve I/O
• SLURM Scheduler
•Changed burst buﬀer conﬁguraJon opJons
to generate matched & unmatched cases
• Darshan Logs & Performance Counters
•Darshan logs provided individual process I/O
Jme informaJon. This showed variance
between wriJng I/O threads
• Performance counter script showed the
number of wriJng threads and data wri#en

Problem

Results
• Fig 2 shows the I/O performance of the VPIC I/O Kernel on the Cori Lustre Parallel File System compared to that on the CBB.
• Fig 3 shows the performance beneﬁt of ensuring that MPI-IO aggregators match or are able to be divided evenly by BB node count.
• When BB nodes are not divisible by MPI-IO aggregators, one aggregator needs to write more data; this slows the system.
• Fig 4 compares the primary I/O modes we used to benchmark and opJmize the system.
•CollecJve I/O in all cases includes opJmizaJons that result in 1 MPI-IO stream per node.
•OpJmized Lustre PFS diﬀers by uses fewer OSTs. This resulted in a more opJmal result in our tests.
•Matched BB runs ensures I/O streams divide evenly amongst BB nodes to avoid stragglers, which results in be#er performance.
•Independent I/O writes 1 I/O stream per process, with no MPI-IO collecJon. This results in more variance amongst processes, but
be#er overall performance.

• The IOR Storage Benchmarking Tool with
sequenJal I/O showed that the Cori Burst Buﬀer
could achieve 700 GB/S
• When tested with the Cori Burst Buﬀer, VPIC,
which uses a parallel I/O pa#ern, only
performed at 15% of opJmal (41 GB/S)
• There is extra Jme being spent on parallel I/O

Background
• More data is being generated by HPC
applicaJons, making I/O systems the bo#leneck
for future HPCs
• To solve this, non-volaJle storage is being
integrated in the HPC memory/storage hierarchy
• HPC applicaJons currently are not opJmized
for non-volaJle storage

Fig 2. Mapped magne@c ﬁeld data in the z dimension (bz) for all highly
energe@c par@cles (Energy>1.5) in physical space (x, y, and z dimensions).
The plots use a linear color scale. The range is restricted to [0.4, 0.4] for bz.
Credit: Oliver Rübel

Fig 3. Comparison of I/O ini@al performance for the VPIC-IO
kernel on the Cori PFS and Cori Burst Buﬀer.

Conclusions
• CollecJve buﬀering on the Burst Buﬀer when
using MPI-IO is a bo#leneck for overall
performance. Performance on the Cori burst
buﬀer is increased when used in Independent
I/O mode.
• Independent I/O saturates the BB more
eﬀecJvely than collecJve I/O.
• When aggregator nodes are not divisible by BB
nodes, parallel I/O Jme is lost due to one
process wriJng twice the amount of data. By
ensuring divisibility approximately 50%
performance increase can be achieved.
• The largest bo#leneck with the CBB is
collecJve (MPI-IO) operaJons. Because of this
bo#leneck in the collecJve buﬀering mode,
alternaJve I/O access pa#erns, such as
independent I/O, should be used to achieve
be#er performance. Work must be done to
create a collecJve I/O pa#ern that is opJmal for
Burst Buﬀer.
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Fig. 1 The ﬁgure above is an abstract diagram of
a HPC equipped with non-vola@le storage in its
various forms. The phase 1 Cori Supercomputer
is equipped with BB nodes (in yellow) but not
node local NVRAM.

Fig 4. I/O performance (I/O rate in GB/s) on the Cori Burst Buﬀer
with matched and unmatched numbers of BB nodes and MPI-IO
aggregators

Fig 5. Performance comparison with several I/O conﬁgura@ons
on both the Cori PFS and Cori Burst Buﬀer System. Blue & Red:
MPI-IO collec@ve runs on PFS. Yellow & Green: Matched &
Unmatched Numbers of MPI-IO Aggregators to Burst Buﬀer
Nodes. Purple: Independent I/O
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